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Mission Statement 
 

Arlington School provides a safe and supportive school community where students grow academically, 

heal and thrive emotionally, assume greater responsibility for their learning, and work toward personal 

goals. We strive to unlock the potential within our students and to maximize their abilities as confident 

learners, so they become knowledgeable, creative, independent, and resilient individuals. 

 

We believe that growth is possible for every student, that learning renews self-worth, and that our 

students can overcome the challenges that impede their success. Discovery, flexibility, empathy, 

respect, acceptance, patience, and courage are the core values of our learning community.  
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School Overview and Sample Course Progression 
 

 

Arlington School is a private, therapeutic, college-preparatory school designed to offer academic 

courses and emotional support to students in grades 9-12. Arlington School is approved by the 

Massachusetts Department of Elementary and Secondary Education (DESE) and accredited by the 

New England Association of Schools and Colleges (NEASC). Teachers are certified in their subject 

areas and/or hold Special Education certification. The school day is divided into seven blocks of 45 

minutes with a student to teacher ratio of no more than 5:1. With the exception of mini-electives and 

physical education, all classes meet five times per week. The curriculum is aligned with the 

Massachusetts Curriculum Frameworks.  

 

Arlington School students come from numerous school systems with varying backgrounds. In order to 

meet the needs of students entering Arlington School at different times in their high school careers, 

individual transcripts are assessed on a regular basis to determine grade level and classes appropriate 

for scheduling. Academic course subjects have continuity as they advance levels from year to year. 

Elective courses do not have levels, and class options vary each year. See the “Department Overviews 

and Course Descriptions” for a more comprehensive look at the educational opportunities offered at 

Arlington School. 

 

Grade  9 

 

● ELA 

● Algebra I 

● US History I 

● Biology 

● Fitness/ Health 

● 2 Electives 

 

Grade  11 

 

● ELA 

● Algebra II 

● World History I 

● Chemistry or Physics 

● Physical Education 

● 2 Electives 

 

 

 
 

 

Grade  10 

 

● ELA 

● Geometry 

● US History II 

● Biology, or Chemistry, or Physics 

● Fitness/Health 

● 2 Electives 

 

Grade  12 

 

● ELA 

● Algebra II, or Trigonometry, 

or Statistics, or Pre-Calculus  

● World History II 

● Science Elective 

● Physical Education 

● 2 Electives 

 
 

  



 

 

Arlington School Diploma Requirements 

 

As an accredited institution, Arlington School issues diplomas to students who have met graduation 

requirements. Students are required to pass their 10th grade English Language Arts and Mathematics 

Massachusetts Comprehensive Assessment System (MCAS) tests, as well as one of the MCAS Science 

tests. In addition, students must earn full credit in the following subject areas: 

 

Subject   Credit 

 

English      4.0 

Math       2.0 

History      2.0 

Science      2.0 

Physical Education/ 

Health       1.0 

Electives      9.0 
    _____ 

 

Total:     20.0 
 
 

 



 

Academic Credit 
 

Teachers determine grades based on student performance in three general areas: class participation, 

attendance, and quantity and quality of student work. Teachers may choose to emphasize one area over 

another, depending on the nature of the course, the subject matter, and the student’s academic abilities. 

Student work might include: homework, tests, research papers, portfolio pieces, lab performances, 

presentations, and more. 

 

● Academic credit is earned quarterly and averaged for a final grade. 

 

● Grades, Progress Reports, and Academic Performance Rubrics are generated and sent out quarterly 

to parents and sending school districts during the 10-month academic school year as well as at the 

end of the July summer session, which serves as a 5th marking period.  

 

● A final grade of “D-” or better earns 1 credit, in classes that meet 5x per week for one year. 

 

 

Homework 
 

Homework supplements classroom instruction, reinforces skills, introduces new material, and develops 

independent study habits necessary for learning and advanced study. Homework is given for most 

courses and such work may be checked daily and graded. Because of the individualized needs of our 

students, we are careful to assign and assess each student’s homework assignments and progress 

relative to their overall learning style.  

 

 
   



 

Department Overviews and Course Descriptions 

 

English Language Arts and Humanities Department Overview 

 
In the English Language Arts classroom, the student and the teacher are partners in the learning 

process. The teacher models intellectual inquisitiveness and thoughtful behavior for the student. 

Cooperative group learning and the sharing of ideas and experiences are valued alongside individual 

self-paced learning. Together we learn: how to ask questions; how to participate and listen in group 

discussions; how to examine ideas with increasing depth; and how to expand our individual reference 

points in order to take in new ideas and better understand the complexity of connections between 

literature and life. Students come to understand the inherent connection between reading and writing, 

and how each informs the other.  

 

*courses preceded by an asterisk are mini-electives 

 

Course Descriptions 

 

English: English Language Arts 

Through class reading and analysis of texts, students are exposed to an array of fiction, poetry, drama, 

and nonfiction texts, drawn from American, British, and world literatures, that are appropriate to grade 

level, individual need, and accommodations. To craft authentic written responses to these texts 

students practice sentence, paragraph, and essay writing, using a variety of rhetorical modes and 

critical and creative thinking approaches. Guided writing assignments, along with professional and 

student writing models, help support students in the writing process. Students produce clear and 

coherent writing in which the development, organization, and style are appropriate to task, purpose, 

and audience. Immersion in cooperative group discussion and activities allows students to develop and 

enhance listening and speaking skills. Using computer technology, students also create visual/media 

presentations of their ideas and insights. Educational technology helps students move toward improved 

classroom participation, collaboration, academic confidence, ownership, independence, and self-

advocacy.  

 

 

English: Literature and Creative Writing 

In this class, students write, correct, and edit poetry, prose, and dramatic pieces from teacher and 

student-generated prompts. Students are given exercises to aid in the creative writing process so that 

focus and creativity are maintained, while writer’s block is avoided. Students also participate in writing 

workshops with the interest of sharing their creative pieces with peers and taking constructive feedback 

for future revisions. These workshops often lead to meta-cognitive discussions about the creative 

process, and about the importance of creating art as it relates to each person’s lived experience. 

Students are encouraged to read specific classical texts outside of class in order to offer inspiration for 

their own work. For a final grade, students create a writing portfolio that is reviewed with the teacher 

at the end of each marking period in order to reflect on the student’s growth as a writer over time.  

 

 

 

 

 



 

English: Creative Writing for Publication 

This course is designed to introduce the student to creative writing in three primary areas: non-fiction, 

fiction, and poetry. Certainly there are many different examples of writing, which fit into each one of 

these genres, and some overlap. Students will write, revise, and edit in all these genres. Each week 

begins with a teacher-directed prompt and assignment, which is due at the end of the week. Students 

are not graded on these individually, but rather graded on how many of the writing prompt assignments 

they complete. During the rest of the week students are encouraged to explore their own imaginations 

and ideas by working on projects of their choice. Ideally, students are asked to share their work with 

others and practice constructive feedback with their peers. Our goal at the end of every school year is 

to put together a literary journal in which we publish work from the class, as well as written and artistic 

submissions from other Arlington students. 

 

English: College Writing 

In this elective students practice a wide variety of rhetorical forms across the disciplines to better 

prepare for the expectations and demands of a college composition course. Writing assignments vary 

in length, from improving sentences and paragraphs, to writing summaries, reports, and essays ranging 

in length from 1-4 pages. Students explore writing assignments individually or as a group, using 

student and professional models and assessment rubrics. Individually, and as a group, students 

troubleshoot problems and learn how to support each other's efforts through positive peer commentary. 

The work pace is adjusted to meet individual needs. In addition, students currently taking a dual-

enrollment college course may use this class to complete work and/or receive support and feedback 

from the teacher regarding assignments and time-management. 

 

English: *Film 

Films are studied as an artistic experience, like a novel or play. Discussion topics considered include 

style, techniques, problems in acting, focus, montage, image framing, directing, continuity, themes, 

and settings of film in intellectual history. In addition to class discussion, students produce essays on 

the subject of each film. Films that have been taught in the past include: Pan’s Labyrinth, 400 Blows, 

My Life as a Dog, The Miracle Worker, To Kill a Mockingbird, 12 Angry Men, Babette’s Feast, The 

General, Modern Times, The Magnificent Ambersons, Citizen Kane, Inherit the Wind, The Member of 

the Wedding, Rear Window, Notorious, Rules of the Game, Fantasia, Superman. 

 

English: *Research 

The Research curriculum is designed to create 21st century learners who are able to use research skills 

when searching for a variety of informational needs.  Students will engage in basic research and time-

management skills necessary to produce long-term projects such as research papers, PowerPoint 

projects and oral presentations. The research process will be broken down into small manageable parts. 

Students will define a topic of interest, locate primary and secondary sources about the topic, evaluate 

different types of sources including websites and databases, take notes on multiple sources using 

appropriate citations, organize notes into an outline, experiment with different methods of organizing 

information, write a research paper and create a PowerPoint presentation in MLA format using 

appropriate citations and editing skills, demonstrate appropriate presentation techniques, and reflect 

upon and evaluate their work. 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Humanities: Philosophy 

This course introduces students to traditional concerns within the philosophic canon. Students read 

primary texts and discuss them in relation to conventional and current understanding of ideas, society, 

personality, and lived experience. Students are graded based on participation in discussions and 

completion of written work. The areas of philosophic concern may vary year to year based on student 

level of interest. 

 

Humanities: *French Language and Culture 

The purpose of this course is to introduce students to French culture by learning vocabulary, grammar, 

syntax, by reading textbooks, magazines, books and comics. Students also learn by listening and 

singing contemporary songs, watching movies, and carrying on conversations between students and the 

teacher. Each student will be challenged to the level of his/her knowledge and understanding. 

 

Humanities: *Greek Language and Culture 

The main objective of this course is to obtain a taste of Greek culture and language, develop the ability 

to engage in everyday discussions when in Greece or with a Greek-speaking person. This course 

targets several different domains including: the alphabet, reading, writing, grammar, expressions, and 

culture. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  



 

History & Social Sciences Department Overview 

 
A major focus of the study of history and social science at Arlington School is the development of 

skills that enable our students to become life-long learners and contribute positively to their 

community, nation and planet. These skills, which include careful reading and listening, expository 

writing, and critical analysis, are essential to the students’ insightful examination of and successful 

accommodation to the problems they will encounter in life. 

 

*courses preceded by an asterisk are mini-electives 

 

Course Descriptions 

 

History: United States History 

A full and comprehensive understanding of the history of the United States is essential if students are 

to take their place as productive, compassionate, and informed citizens of this nation.  The study of 

United States history provides students an opportunity to further develop their knowledge of and 

appreciation for their nation and its relation to other peoples of the world. United States history courses 

at Arlington School are offered over a three-year cycle.  Year one chronologically spans the period 

from the founding of the Republic to the coming of the Civil War. Year two begins with the Civil War 

and extends through the end of World War I (1919). The last year of the cycle begins with the "Jazz 

Age" (1920's) and follows as far as possible into the contemporary era. In all sections of the course, 

there is a continual effort to relate contemporary national issues and developments to their historical 

context.  

 

History: Modern World History 

By comparing their lives with those of people of other eras and circumstances, students come to 

understand and appreciate their own place in the world and their connections with and obligations to 

their fellow human beings and their planet. The aim of this course is to provide students an opportunity 

to further develop their knowledge of the world and the essential skills of observation, analysis, 

expository writing, reading comprehension, and oral communication. The Modern World History 

course at Arlington School is offered every other year (in tandem with the East Asian Societies 

course). It is designed to introduce students to a broad range of human experiences and developments 

that will lead them to possess a better political, social, cultural, intellectual, economic and geographic 

understanding of the world.  

 

History: East Asian Societies 

This year-long course is an in-depth introduction to the history, culture and societies of China and 

Japan.  The aim of the class is to help students appreciate the significant and enduring importance of 

these societies to human development and culture. The course takes an area studies approach to these 

societies by examining the geography, traditional cultures and religions, history, economics, 

contemporary issues and development.  There is a greater emphasis on the more traditional aspects of 

Chinese culture and thought while taking a more contemporary approach to the history and culture of 

Japan. This course is designed chiefly for Arlington School students who have completed their United 

States History high school coursework. It is generally offered every other year.  Opportunities for 

individual research and investigation are provided. 

 



 

Social Sciences: Psychology 

Psychology is a field that rests on a foundation of critical thinking.  Students will study the content of 

the mind and human behavior, as well as learn thinking skills that help navigate real life problems. 

Some topics included in the curriculum are history and perspectives, nature/nurture, life span 

development, the brain and biological bases of behavior, perception, learning, memory, sleep, language 

development, intelligence, personality, and the treatment of psychological disorders. Students will 

explore psychology through textbook readings, scholarly articles, group discussions, literary models, 

projects, films, online activities, hands-on activities, and guest speakers.  

 

Social Sciences: *In Defense of Food 

In Defense of Food is the general title given to the gardening/ healthy eating/ culinary arts elective 

offered at Arlington School. This title for the course is derived from In Defense of Food: An Eater’s 

Manifesto by Michael Pollan. The course is offered in three installments. In the spring mini-elective, 

the focus is on the knowledge and skills necessary to plan and plant the school’s vegetable garden. The 

summer school component includes managing the garden and investigating important questions raised 

by Mr. Pollan’s work. These include: How has the diet of modern Americans been hijacked by the fast 

food, food science, and advertising industries? How can we make thoughtful and informed choices 

about the food we eat that will improve our health and enrich our lives? What are the benefits of 

growing (at least some of) your own food? The fall mini-elective continues with the management of the 

garden and a focus on learning how we can prepare garden produce healthfully and simply.    

 

Social Sciences: *Personal Finance 

The Personal Finance mini-elective is designed to help students gain an understanding of the basic 

principles and practices of money management, credit, savings, investments, taxation, insurance, and 

consumer protection.  Students engage in a number of activities such as building a personal budget, 

managing a checking account, and making loan applications. Three of the sources currently employed 

in the course are Get a Financial Life by Beth Kobliner (Fireside Books), Why Didn’t They Teach Me 

This in School by Cary Siegel (Simple Strategic Solutions), and How to Do Your Banking by David L. 

Raine et al. (Watertown Savings Bank). 
 

  



 

Mathematics Department Overview 
 

It is not uncommon for students entering Arlington School to have missed portions of mathematics 

instruction due to absences from class. As a result, students may have gaps in their knowledge of 

mathematics as well as fewer opportunities than their same-aged peers to apply this knowledge within 

a mathematics curriculum framework. Recognizing that success in the math classroom is dependent on 

practice, and the sequential mastery of concepts, students are provided with the opportunity to work 

within an individualized curriculum that addresses their level of knowledge, skill, and ability. While 

many students move forward at grade level in Math, curriculum can also be designed to address 

remedial and enrichment needs when appropriate. Math teachers work to include technology as a tool 

in the classroom through interactive Math web applications, in addition to traditional high school Math 

texts.  

 

*courses preceded by an asterisk are mini-electives 

 

Course Descriptions 

 

Mathematics: Algebra I 

Students in Algebra I investigate patterns, relations, and functions; simplify polynomials; and solve 

linear and quadratic equations, inequalities, and systems of equations. Students also study powers and 

roots in accordance with standards from the Number and Quantity domains. Content areas include 

scatter plots, lines of best fit, and basic counting principles connected to the Statistics and Probability 

domains. Students entering this course have a basic understanding of operations involving fractions, 

decimals, sign numbers and the order of operations. Students who successfully complete this course 

are prepared to take Geometry or Algebra II. 

 

Mathematics: Algebra II 

Students in Algebra II focus on topics including linear, quadratic, and exponential functions, graphs, 

inequalities, polynomials, rational expressions, systems of equations, graph translations, radicals, and 

an introduction to complex numbers. Students apply their knowledge in problem solving applications. 

Students who successfully complete this course are prepared to take Trigonometry or Pre-Calculus. 

 

Mathematics: Geometry 

Students in Geometry focus on the study of lines, angles, polygons, circles, and congruency and 

similarity relationships. Students apply area and volume formulas to solve problems as well as use 

inductive and deductive reasoning processes to justify conclusions. Students will also work on the 

coordinate plane with transformations, distance and midpoint formulas, and parallel and perpendicular 

lines. The Number and Quantity domains are addressed as students work with powers and roots and 

use estimation in problem solving. Students who successfully complete this course are prepared to take 

Algebra II. 

 

Mathematics: Trigonometry 

Students in Trigonometry focus on the study of right triangle relationships, unit circle, sine, cosine and 

tangent functions and their applications, inverse trigonometric functions, identities, and the 

trigonometric form of complex numbers. Students who successfully complete this course are prepared 

to take Pre-Calculus. 

 



 

Mathematics: Pre-calculus 

Students in Pre-calculus focus on mathematical relations and their graphs, inverses, and applications. 

Topics studied include: polynomial, trigonometric, exponential and logarithmic functions, matrices, 

polar coordinates, complex numbers, sequences, series and conics (and as time permits combinations, 

permutations, probability and statistics.) The course is designed to emphasize theory and mathematical 

structure. Students who successfully complete this course are prepared to take Calculus and/or 

Statistics. 

 

Mathematics: Calculus 

Students in Calculus focus on limits, continuity, derivatives, graph characteristics of a function and its 

first and second derivative equations, applications of derivatives, anti-differentiation, integrals, 

applications of integrals, and the fundamental theorem of calculus.  

 

Mathematics: Statistics 

Students in Statistics focus on the major concepts and tools for collecting, analyzing, and drawing 

conclusions from data. In order for students to be prepared for this course, they must have successfully 

completed Algebra II, at a minimum. Students are exposed to four broad conceptual themes: 

1. Exploring Data: Describing patterns and departures from patterns 

2. Sampling and Experimentation: Planning and conducting a study 

3. Anticipating Patterns: Exploring random phenomena using probability and simulation 

4. Statistical Inference: Estimating population parameters and testing hypotheses 

 

Mathematics: *Math Prep for Standardized Tests 

This mini-elective is designed to offer additional support to prepare students for the Math section of 

the 10th grade Massachusetts Comprehensive Assessment System (MCAS) exam, as well as for the 

Math sections on the Preliminary Scholastic Aptitude Test (PSAT), the Scholastic Aptitude Test 

(SAT), and the American College Test (ACT). 

 



 

Science Department Overview 

 
The Science Department utilizes a diverse methodology of instruction incorporating interactive 

technologies, multi-sensory learning, and various texts to create a comfortable learning environment 

for participating in class discussions, and for working independently. Students in science classes have 

access to a lab on site for hands-on learning.  
 

*courses preceded by an asterisk are mini-electives 

 

Course Descriptions 

 

Science: Biology  

Biology introduces the world of living things, their characteristics and cellular elements, the functions 

of organelles within living organisms, and the supportive processes of life. The ecological organization 

of the biosphere is presented, and current environmental challenges are defined and researched. 

Genetics and evolution are introduced both in terms of the history of discovery and the current cutting 

edge explorations in genetic engineering. The second half of the year examines plant life and leads 

toward higher vertebrate anatomy and physiology with a movement toward human systems and 

physiology. Throughout the year, a look at the history of discoveries in Biology will be accompanied 

by lab investigations that emphasize the value of scientific method. For students who benefit from 

additional time and supports in order to master academic material, the course may be extended to 

include a second year. 

 

Science: Chemistry 

This course introduces the nature of matter on the atomic level and role of chemical change in the 

world around us.  A sound appreciation for math is required; an ability to formulate and set up 

calculation is encouraged, while advanced calculation is de-emphasized. Using and understanding the 

scientific method is emphasized. Appreciating the history of chemistry and the accomplishments of the 

pioneers of chemistry and physics is an important part of the course. 

 

Science: Physics 

The major focus of this course is to extend the physics learning experience beyond the school and into 

each student’s subject of interest by reinforcing the importance of inquiry. The methodology which 

defines physics as an attempt to model phenomena both mathematically and mechanically has broad 

implication for developing each student’s communication and logic skills. The course addresses but is 

not limited to: Mechanics, properties of matter, heat, sound and light, electricity and magnetism with 

atomic and nuclear physics applications. Conceptualization, and practical applications related to these 

subject areas are important for allowing students to model, design and engineer systems, such as 

motors and generators. 

 

Science: Anatomy and Physiology 

This course introduces the fundamental concepts of human anatomy and the inner workings of the 

body. Starting at the microcosm of atoms and matter all the way to whole organisms through 

macromolecules, cells, tissues, organs and organ systems, the course explores the relationship between 

structure and function, and the mechanisms that help the body maintain a stable internal environment 

(homeostasis). Laboratory activities will be included when feasible and appropriate, with occasional 



 

animal organ dissections, blood typing, and microscopic examination of cells and tissues. Labs will be 

accompanied by student projects and presentations. 

 

Science: Forensic Science 

This course introduces the fundamental concepts of crime scene investigation (evidence collection) 

versus forensic analysis of evidence (in the lab) as well as their application to the justice system and 

the law. Emphasis is placed on evaluating the role and importance of each type of evidence to 

determine the “who”, “what” and “how” of a crime. Laboratory activities are included when feasible 

and appropriate, including but not limited to fingerprint and footprint analysis, microscopic analysis of 

hair and fibers, handwriting analysis, DNA extraction, blood typing and animal dissections. The 

students emulate forensic scientists by collecting and evaluating evidence and supporting their 

findings. 
 

Science: *Interactive Science 

The Interactive Science mini-elective encourages scientific exploration without the rigors associated 

with a traditional science course. Video presentations, discussions, and debate of current topics in 

science are included. Students are assessed based on contribution to the curriculum, attendance, and 

logic associated with the interactive discussions. 

 

 

 



 

The Arts Department Overview 

 
The goal of the Fine Arts program at Arlington School is to provide each student with a level of 

challenge that is optimal, given his or her background, interests, and abilities. Teaching methods 

include differentiated instruction, which provides choices regarding content, learning process, and 

student output. In addition to producing art, music, and/or dramatic pieces, students are encouraged to 

reflect on their own process and progress, and to develop a portfolio of work that reflects their own 

individual talents and interests.   

 

*courses preceded by an asterisk are mini-electives 

 

Course Descriptions 

 

The Arts: Media/ Photography 

The Media class combines computer, video, and photography mediums. Students become familiar with 

the operations of graphic programs on iMacs, such as iMovie, iPhoto, Photoshop, Imageready, Flash, 

and other graphic and web programs and apps. Students also use connected peripherals such as 

drawing tablets, scanners, printers, laser printers, large format printers and the 3D printer. Digital 

cameras (DSLRs) are also available for students to learn their operations and generate work for the 

class. Students also have the option to create work for their portfolios, posters for school activities, and 

enter art contests throughout the year. Photography is divided into two areas: the technical and the 

aesthetic.  Technically, students should understand the workings of an SLR (single lens reflex) camera 

and a digital camera. The SLR work includes black-and-white films, film speed, aperture, shutter 

speed, depth of field, and their relationships to one another. Students are expected to learn to load 

cameras and develop their own negatives. Depending on student interest, a course section in traditional 

darkroom photography can also be offered.  

 

The Arts: Studio Art 

In Studio Art students explore different media and topics, with the goal of covering six to eight topics 

over the course of a two–year period. In previous years, topics have included: drawing, painting, 

printmaking, ceramics, sculpture, jewelry making, and graphic design. Fundamental concepts in art 

and design are presented during each unit, and revisited throughout the year, allowing for multiple 

opportunities to acquire mastery and deeper insight about one’s work. Students participate in frequent 

class discussion to review and reflect on their own work and that of their peers. Students keep their 

artwork at school during the year for inclusion in one or more of our annual art shows such as 

Arlington School’s Arts Night, or the Small Independent Schools Art League (SISAL) show which is 

held at a different host school each year. 

 

The Arts:  *Performing Arts 

Students will learn about and have the opportunity to perform instrumental music, choral music, 

improvisation and theatrical works. They will learn how to read tablature and sheet music as well as 

play basic chords and rhythms on a variety of string and percussive instruments. In addition, they will 

learn the mechanics of singing and vocal technique. During the third quarter, students will engage in 

improvisational theater exercises, learn basic acting techniques, practice monologues, and work 

together to produce a play. There will be multiple opportunities to perform solo and ensemble pieces 

throughout the year.  

 



 

The Arts: *Film 

The Film class views clips and entire films from a number of genres, including: comedy, fantasy, sci-

fi, action, classics, etc. Students participate in film discussions and then apply their knowledge through 

quizzes, and the creation of posters and other media to represent their understanding of each work. 

When students have shown interest and ability, class time has been used to support students’ 

independent film projects for submittal to college art programs. 

 

The Arts: *Yearbook 

Over the course of a semester, students work together to develop the Arlington School yearbook. The 

yearbook consists of graduating senior pages, underclassmen pages, a faculty page, a dedication page, 

field trip pages, club pages, etc. Students uses Photoshop to combine and edit images, create a cover 

for the yearbook, brainstorm ideas for new pages and get all aspects of the book ready for printing. 

Students learn to work independently and in groups.  

 

 

 

 
  



 

Physical Education and Health Department Overview 
 

The Physical Education program engages students in activities that promote physical fitness and 

emotional well-being. Students participate in group activities, weight training, and fitness instruction in 

a flexible and supportive environment. Students have access to cardio machines and weights on 

campus and in the ground level of the school, as well as access to a basketball court, walking paths, 

and fitness tools within the school. Students are empowered to make choices, meet challenges, and 

develop positive behaviors related to their lifetime wellness.  

 

Course Descriptions 
 

Physical Education: Physical Education and Health 

Physical Education and Health is a pass/fail class that meets once a week. The requirements to pass are 

based on participation, cooperation, and attendance.   

 

Physical Education: Physical Education Elective 

The physical education elective class meets five days a week. The focus of this course is the 

development of fitness knowledge, fitness principles, strategies and skills, as well as positive nutrition 

concepts. Students have the opportunity to participate in varied activities that they have expressed 

interest in such as: basketball, soccer, frisbee, etc. These student-driven activities are focused on for 

three of the five days while the other two are spent in the fitness center on campus. Students are 

required to participate in a minimum of 20 minutes of physical activity before they are allowed to 

engage in a free-time activity such as ping pong or pool. The Physical Education course is a pass/fail 

class determined by a student’s participation, cooperation, and attendance.  

 

  
 



 

Academic Supports 

 
Arlington School provides an array of academic supports and opportunities to help students become 

better equipped to manage the demands of their course work. Academic supports are wide-ranging in 

order to meet the needs of a diverse group of learners and support the mission of the school.  These 

supports include: Library, Resource Room, Directed Study, Academic Advisory, Distance Learning, 

and School-to-Hospital Support. Staff members work as a team to assess the needs of each student and 

to determine how these provided supports will benefit his/her educational experience.  
 

Support Descriptions 
 

 Academic Supports: Library 

The Library is an important center in the academic life of the school and is a flexible resource that can 

accommodate the many needs of our student population. The mission of the Arlington School Library 

is to support all members of the school community with the resources and skills necessary to be 

successful readers, researchers, and users of information in the 21st century. Students come to the 

library to conduct research, to find material for a class or for recreational reading, to use or check-out 

laptops for research or writing, to work on a paper or project, or to work individually or in small 

groups with the librarian for a specific purpose. The library is sometimes a place to come for quiet 

reflection, or it can be a lively environment, depending on which activities are taking place.  

 

 Academic Supports: Resource Room 

The Resource Room is available to all students on an as-needed basis. It can serve as a transitional 

space for any student who is temporarily finding it difficult to function in an assigned class. Students 

can bring class assignments to work on in the Resource Room, or they can take time to reflect and 

regroup before returning to class. The Resource Room can also be a place where students go to catch-

up on missed work, or to get individual help with specific academic tasks. The Resource Room staff 

communicate with teachers and clinicians to determine how each student will use time out of class. 

The request to have a student use the Resource Room can come from students, teachers, or clinicians. 

 

 Academic Supports: Directed Study 

Most students have a Directed Study in their daily schedule. In addition, any student who is taking a 

Distance Learning course (see below) or a Dual Enrollment course (see “Transition Program”) will 

also be automatically enrolled in a study, specifically designed to support that course. Students 

enrolled in any study have the opportunity to complete class assignments and homework, read a book 

or a magazine, work on a project, or use time for online research. Study supervisors are available for 

one-to-one assistance with academic work and can communicate with classroom teachers for 

recommendations about how a student might make good use of study time. In addition, students can 

gain help with executive functioning skills such as time management, organization, concentration, 

memory strategies, note-taking skills, and test-taking strategies. Lastly, students can meet with a 

clinician or the transition specialist during this time.  

 

Academic Supports: Distance Learning 

Distance learning courses provide an opportunity for students to take high school level courses that 

would not otherwise be offered at Arlington School. Students are considered for these courses based on 

their motivation, self-direction, and independence as learners, as has already been demonstrated in 

previous classes at Arlington School. Most students who take distance learning courses are in their 



 

junior or senior year and have been found eligible to participate by their parents, and academic and 

clinical faculty members. Although Arlington School can facilitate the application process, provide 

time in the student’s schedule to work on the course, and provide academic support, the student’s 

family is responsible for the course fees and for purchasing any required texts. Course content is 

generally available both online and in print, and class material is graded by the teacher associated with 

the educational institution providing the distance learning course. When a student completes the 

course, the grade is reflected on the Arlington School report card and transcript. Courses are designed 

so that students may start at any time of the year and the work is done independently at the student’s 

own pace. Most courses require that a student complete all assessments within a year in order to obtain 

academic credit. Therefore, the staff member supervising the student can provide structure, guidelines, 

and due dates as needed.   

 

Academic Supports: Academic Advisory 

All students are assigned to an academic advisor. Advisory sessions meet once a week for 20 minutes. 

Students are encouraged to use the sessions to identify academic concerns and to monitor their own 

progress towards their academic goals and objectives. Advisors communicate regularly with classroom 

teachers and clinicians. Advisors assist students with identifying concerns, and help students plan steps 

to address problems and make progress towards goals. Advisory sessions are tailored to individual 

needs and interests, with a focus on helping students take charge of their own learning.  

 

Academic Supports: School-to-Hospital Connection 

 In the event that a student is hospitalized during the school year, a designated staff member contacts a 

hospital program staff member to discuss how best to provide schoolwork for the student. Arlington 

School collaborates with hospital staff, or with outside educational services with which the hospital 

contracts, to ensure that hospitalized students who are able and willing have access to texts, materials, 

and assignments selected by Arlington School teachers, with the goal of maintaining their current level 

of academic functioning. Typically, teachers provide short manageable assignments to begin with, and 

subsequently increase the amount of work if and when the first set of assignments is completed and 

returned. Credit for Arlington School work completed outside of school is determined on a case-by-

case basis.  
 

 

 
 

 

 

  



 

 

Clinical Program and Group Descriptions 
 

Arlington School’s clinical services are an integral part of the program. Each student is assigned to a 

clinical case manager who works with the student to reach his/her social and emotional goals. This is 

accomplished through weekly individual sessions and additional therapeutic check-ins as needed 

throughout the day and week. Students participate in weekly counseling groups co-led by clinicians in 

order to foster skill improvement, social connections, and communication. Group offerings vary by 

year depending on the topics that seem most relevant to serving the current student population. The 

clinical staff also works closely with outside therapists, families, and schools in the community to 

address the academic, emotional and behavioral problems that have disrupted students’ previous 

educational experiences. In addition, the clinical case manager monitors student progress, coordinates 

clinical care, and conveys relevant communication between community supports and school personnel.  

 

Parents have the opportunity to attend informal drop-in groups led by members of Arlington School 

staff. The Parent Group offers a confidential space to share parenting experiences, offer emotional 

support, and gather information on mental health resources. Students are not involved in the group to 

allow parents the freedom to share the challenges and successes they experience with their kids. 

Parental support has also included an evening speaker series with topics ranging from electronics and 

the adolescent brain to healthier sleeping habits for teenagers. These offerings vary by year and depend 

on parental interest and availability to attend. 

 

Group Descriptions 

 

Clinical Group: Healthy Living 

This is a psycho-educational group where students learn, discuss, and engage in activities on various 

topics aimed at improving one’s overall health. Topics include: sleep hygiene, nutrition, physical 

activity, and mindfulness. Students have the opportunity to set personal goals, obtain information and 

resources, and engage in various activities related to the topic.  

 

Clinical Group: Mindfulness 

Mindfulness is a type of consciousness that promotes well-being through increased self-regulation 

leading to increased positive emotional states. Students in this group will learn about the evolution, 

history, brain science, health benefits and practice of mindfulness. 

 

Clinical Group: Communication Skills 

Group members are invited to identify one or two personal communication goals that they would like 

to work on over the course of the group. Group meetings then incorporate interactive games to help 

participants develop the ability to express themselves, listen, self-advocate, and negotiate in an 

effective manner.  

 

Clinical Group: Rhythm and Motion 

This group utilizes sensory-motor strategies and play to help students increase their awareness of 

energy levels, utilize sensory and movement tools to change emotional states, and strengthen 

adaptability to new situations. Group members complete a sensory assessment to identify what soothes 

them and what triggers them, as well as participate in “challenge by choice” activities to help them 

achieve self-awareness goals.  



 

 

Clinical Group: Interactive Thinking Skills 

This group incorporates a variety of creative, engaging, and reflective activities to help group members 

enhance their executive functioning, language processing, emotion regulation, cognitive flexibility and 

social skills. Members practice breaking down multi-step tasks, asking for clarification, and figuring 

out how to overcome obstacles. 

 

Clinical Group: Independent Living Skills 

This group is aimed at helping students feel more confident about becoming independent and pursuing 

long-term emotional, academic, and vocational goals. Discussing the transition from high school to a 

more independent adulthood includes the following topics: self-care, budgeting, meal planning, home 

maintenance, social activities and access to the community, communication with parents, and healthy 

adult relationships. 

 

Clinical Group: Healthy Relationships and Human Sexuality 

This group introduces to students to a foundational way of understanding reproductive and sexual 

health and responsible and joyful sexuality. Material covered includes reproductive anatomy, 

contraception, risky behaviors and safe practices, partner communication and healthy and unhealthy 

relationship patterns.  
 

Clinical Group: Art Therapy 

This group uses art, crafts, and the creative process for self-expression, as a way to learn more about 

mindfulness and distress tolerance skills, and as a coping strategy in itself. Many of the structured art 

projects have direct therapeutic application. Activities also encourage interpersonal and team-building 

skills, as well as demonstrate the positive impact of creating and contributing to someone or something 

outside of yourself.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  



 

Transition Program 

 
The Transition Specialist assists students in all aspects of transition planning so that students are able 

to meet their academic and vocational goals upon high school graduation. The Transition Specialist 

attends Individualized Education Program meetings and works with students’ teachers and clinicians to 

determine appropriate post-high school plans. Meetings with the Transition Specialist increase in 

frequency as students begin their senior year, and as students express interest in engaging in the 

transition planning process. Parents are also encouraged to attend informal transition meetings to 

discuss student progress on transition tasks and to designate roles among team members to support the 

student’s transition process. 

 

Transition Program: Career Counseling 

The Transition Specialist helps students interested in volunteering or working part-time identify their 

strengths and interests, address their challenges, and explore work opportunities in their communities. 

Career counseling can start with informal transition assessments and progress toward support with the 

job search process, with filling out job applications and creating a resume, and with job interview 

practice. Students are encouraged to participate in clubs as a way to work with new and different 

populations and to gain experience that will increase work experience. 

 

If students are considering a vocational transition plan, the Transition Specialist tries to collaborate 

with the Massachusetts Rehabilitation Commission and the Department of Mental Health who have the 

ability to work with students within their communities, and the resources for job placement, job 

shadowing, and potential funding for community college courses. Students’ public school districts can 

file a 688 referral for students making them eligible to receive services from Mass Rehab or DMH. 

Ideally, students are assigned a case manager prior to graduation who can be included in Individualized 

Education Plan and transition meetings. In the past, case managers have been able to meet with their 

assigned student on an infrequent basis at the school. Students are also eligible to access vocational 

resources through their public school districts, such as involvement in clubs, sports, training and 

internship programs.  

 

Transition Program: College Counseling 

The Transition Specialist can assist students in identifying appropriate-fit schools by using search 

engines such as Naviance and CollegeBoard. Transition planning can then include supporting the 

student in signing up for college tours, writing the common application essay, filling out college 

applications, collecting transcripts from previous school placements, and gathering recommendations 

from faculty members. Students receive guidance around explaining transcripts and high school 

transfers without compromising their confidentiality; similar guidance is given in writing college 

essays and determining how much information to share about mental health prior to being admitted to 

colleges. “Appropriate-fit” schools are also determined by a student’s ability to access mental health 

support on campus, either through counseling and disability support centers, or through current or new 

treatment providers. During the application process students also consider the benefits of commuting to 

college and living at home versus living on campus, living in a single dorm versus having roommates. 

 

As students receive college acceptances and are deciding where to attend, students work with the 

Transition Specialist on identifying mental health and academic supports needed to thrive in a college 

setting. Once a student has made a deposit and officially enrolled, the Transition Specialist supports 

the student in applying for academic and clinical accommodations. Students are encouraged to attend 



 

Accepted Students Days where they can meet with Disability Resource and Counseling Center 

personnel in order to familiarize themselves with the people who will be available to support them in 

college. 

 

At this point in the transition process, the student, family, clinician, school district, and transition 

specialist determine whether the student has made continual academic and clinical progress over the 

course of the year or maintained a level of achievement that suggests success in college. If the student 

has had academic and/or clinical difficulty over the course of senior year while also getting accepted to 

college, the Transition Specialist can offer guidance about the deferral process, about the benefits of 

commuting, or starting at a community college and transferring. Informal transition meetings occur 

throughout the year for seniors as a way to discuss preparation and to assess progress toward goals.  

 

Transition Program: Independent Living Skills 

Part of the transition program is dedicated to helping students become independent young adults. This 

work can happen in individual meetings or with families during an informal transition meeting, as a lot 

of the work has to happen at home. Independent living skills that happen at school relate to self-

advocacy and self-awareness. Students are encouraged to communicate with their teachers about 

assessments, grading, and educational needs. Students can also receive support from the Transition 

Specialist around reading their IEPs and understanding the accommodations they benefit from; as well 

as support reading through any neuropsychological, academic, and cognitive testing they’ve had and 

understanding the recommendations they’ve been given by the evaluator. The Transition Specialist can 

also help students develop transportation skills such as navigating public transportation, or in obtaining 

a driver’s license.  

 

At home, families are encouraged to promote independent living skills by asking students to participate 

more fully in: grocery shopping and meal preparation, opening a bank account and managing a budget, 

doing laundry, making medical and therapeutic appointments, filling prescriptions, and understanding 

the purpose and side effects of medications. Informal transition meetings can help facilitate discussion 

around developing a realistic timeline for students to be able to demonstrate these skills. 

 

Transition Program: Standardized Testing 

Arlington School is a testing center that offers the PSAT, SAT, SAT Subject tests, and the ACT for 

students. In order for students to be eligible to take a standardized test at Arlington, they need to have 

the “school-based testing” accommodation. The Transition Specialist can support students and families 

in applying for accommodations related to: location, extended time, additional breaks during the test, 

and assistive technology. The accommodation request process can take up to seven weeks and families 

are encouraged to give their consent for the Transition Specialist to request accommodations by the fall 

of a student’s junior year. In order to make the request, the Transition Specialist needs to send the 

student’s IEP and most recent neuropsychological, academic, and cognitive testing to the specific 

testing organization as evidence for the student’s need to receive accommodations. For SAT tests, the 

testing administration falls on the Monday following the national Saturday test date. For the ACT, 

students are given a two week window within a designated month for taking the test. Students will test 

during the normal school day in the building, or in a testing room across campus. Arlington School 

does not offer specific tutoring or prep courses for standardized testing. 

 

 

 



 

Transition Program: Dual Enrollment 

Dual enrollment is an opportunity for students to take college courses for both high school and college 

credit. Dual enrollment gives students an opportunity to take on the emotional and academic 

challenges they will face as college students while they still have the emotional and academic support 

of the Arlington School. In order to participate in the dual enrollment program a student must be found 

eligible by the student’s transition specialist, clinician, and academic teachers. The application process 

is facilitated by the Transition Specialist, and the student is given a “dual enrollment” study period that 

meets everyday in order to work on college assignments. Students are allowed to take one three-hour 

credit course per semester that does not interfere with the student’s high school schedule, and must 

therefore meet after 3pm. Similar to a first-year college student, students and families are responsible 

for the cost of the course, transportation, and the follow-through of requesting and utilizing academic 

accommodations from the college, as well as completing coursework in order to receive high school 

and college credit.  

 

Transition Program: Alumnae Panels 

Arlington School graduates, and parents of graduates, have come to speak with current students and 

their families about their post-secondary school experiences. Topics have included: the benefits and 

pitfalls of independence in college, mental health supports, and the young adult and parent relationship 

over time. Speakers have been chosen in order to represent a diverse range of experiences, and 

audience members are given the opportunity to ask questions. 
 

 
 

 

 

 

 



 

Clubs and Community Activities 

 

 

Arlington School offers a diverse range of clubs and activities to meet students’ interests and 

encourage community engagement. These opportunities are designed to help students identify their 

own natural resources, interests, and strengths; to provide opportunities for self-expression; and to 

foster social connections and a sense of belonging. Arlington School believes personal growth is made 

possible by giving students experiences where they can learn about themselves and about the world 

around them. Getting involved in the community inspires students to self-advocate, to build self-

confidence, and to develop a sense of purpose.   

 

Clubs 

  

SCOR (Student Community OutReach): 

Student volunteer group that participates in monthly projects that benefit McLean and the wider 

community. SCOR activities have also included food and clothing drives, as well as fundraisers to 

support specific causes and/or future volunteer activities.  

 

GSA (Gender Sexuality Acceptance: 

Supportive student organization providing safe space, education, and tolerance of all kinds of people. 

Weekly meetings include current event discussions, planning for movie days, and planning the annual 

trip to Provincetown.  

  

Student Council: 

Student group that promotes and strengthens school spirit  and community through potluck lunches, 

holiday fundraisers, Arlington sweatshirts, holiday parties, and other fun activities.  

  

Yearbook: 

Every year students create, develop, and prepare the Arlington School yearbook for publication. 

Students work independently and in groups on computers to put together all the pages, photograph 

every student and faculty member, create a cover, type in layouts, and brainstorm ideas for new pages. 

Yearbooks are sold in June before seniors graduate. 

 

Welcome Wagon: 

This club’s purpose is to create a warm and welcoming environment to new students at Arlington 

School.  Older students are paired up with new students to show them around school, answer any 

questions they may have, and be a friendly face in a new setting. 

  

Literary Magazine: 

Students get together to write, share, and give each other feedback on their poetry, prose, essays, book 

reviews, and photography, with the goal of publishing the students’ work in the form of a literary 

magazine at least once per year. 

  



 

Arlington Café: 

Students can perform and share their various talents in an open-mic setting on a weekly basis.  These 

talents range from singing and playing instruments, to performing poetry, spoken word, and rap. 

 

Pet Therapy: 

This is a weekly activity where trained therapy animals (dogs and cats) visit our students during Friday 

activity period.  Research has shown that animal therapy has various benefits that include boosting 

mood and lowering anxiety. 

 

Community Activities 

 

Visiting Artists and Scholars: 

Multiple times a year, Arlington School invites guests of varying professions to share their expertise 

and insights with students through lectures and/or workshops.  Speakers share challenges and 

opportunities that arose over the course of their careers and personal lives, and how they came to 

understand themselves as leaders in their fields. Past artists and scholars have included Kate Taylor, 

Abe Morrell, and Barney Frank. 

 

Field Day: 

This is an all-school community-building activity that typically occurs twice per year.  Students 

participate in low-competition and silly sports, including bobbing for apples and relay races.  Everyone 

participates as teams are made up of student and staff members. 

  

Theater Trips: 

This is a monthly activity where students have the opportunity to attend plays and/or musicals at 

reduced ticket prices.  Staff members transport and accompany students to these shows during school 

hours. 

 

March Magic: 

This month-long event was inspired by an alumni who was struggling to stay in school and graduate, 

and who wanted to make March a more enjoyable month for herself and her peers. The “magic” 

became series of surprises that occur during random school days throughout March in order to 

encourage attendance during a month without breaks. Over the past few years, these surprises have 

included: decorated hallways, snacks, raffle prizes, coin searches, crafts, small gifts, spirit week, and a 

field trip.  

  

SISAL (Small Independent School Art League): 

SISAL is made up of about thirty different schools in eastern Massachusetts, including Arlington 

School. In the spring, the art and media teachers send student artwork to be considered by the jury 

selection committee of the host school. The artwork of the winners and honorable mentions will be 

exhibited to the public. 



 

 

Arts Night: 

This is an evening hosted by Arlington School for students and their parents in late spring. Students’ 

achievements in the visual arts and media classes will be displayed around the school. The Performing 

Arts class also showcases musical and/or dramatic pieces during this event. 

  

Talent Show: 

This is an annual event that showcases students’ talents. Students perform in an auditorium on campus, 

and acts include singing, spoken word, monologues, and musical instruments. 

  

 

 
 
 

 

 
 

 

  



 

Summer Session 
 

Arlington School is an 11-month program which includes an 18-day summer term during the month of 

July. The summer term school day runs from 8:30am-2:50pm with a half-day on Fridays and dismissal 

at noon. Students attend three 90-minute classes per day and participate in afternoon group activities 

Monday through Thursday, which are designed to encourage social engagement and foster a sense of 

community among students and staff. 

 

Students can earn up to a quarter’s worth of credit in 3 separate classes during the summer term. The 

afternoon electives are 70 minutes in length and meet two days a week, while the therapeutic group 

meets once per week, and gym meets once per week.  

 

Clinically, students participate in groups modeled after the tradition of “summer camp”. Students are 

sorted into cabins and are given a variety of interactive projects that highlight each of Arlington 

School’s core values. The primary objective of these groups is to foster leadership, promote discovery 

of personal strengths, support unity and team-building, and to introduce new students to the culture and 

community of our school.  
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